Under Orders (Francis Thriller)

Sadly, death at the races is not uncommon. However, three in a single afternoon was
sufficiently unusual to raise more than an eyebrow.Its the third death on Cheltenham Gold Cup
Day that really troubles super-sleuth Sid Halley. Former champion jockey Halley knows the
perils of racing all too well; but in his day, jockeys didnt usually reach the finishing line with
three .38 rounds in the chest. But this is precisely how he finds jockey Huw Walker, who, only
a few hours earlier, had won the coveted Triumph Hurdle.Just moments before the gruesome
discovery, Halley had been called upon by Lord Enstone to make discrete enquiries into why
his horses appeared to be on a permanent losing streak. Are races being fixed? Are bookies
taking a cut? And if so, are trainers and jockeys playing a dangerous game with stakes far
higher than they realise? Halleys quest for answers draws him ever deeper into the darker side
of the race game, in a life-or-death power play that will push him to his very limits, both
professionally and personally.In his first new novel for six years, Dick Francis returns to prove
once again that he is the Grand Master of thriller writing.
Comes the Dawn (Arizona OBrians) (Volume 3), Why Hockey Coaches Fail & What To Do
About It, THE BAHAMAS HANDBOOK 2001 (Bahamas Handbook and Businessmans
Annual, 2001), The Young Leonardo: Art and Life in Fifteenth-Century Florence, Bouvard Et
Pecuchet: Oeuvre Posthume - Primary Source Edition, The Return of Sherlock Holmes,
Creature Companion (Call of Cthulhu Roleplaying Game), Pokemon Go! A Game Guide: A
Guide to the World of Pokemon Go for Those Not in the Know, Cocina Espanola/ Spanish
(Perfect Cooking) (Spanish Edition), Drachengold (Die Feuerreiter Seiner Majestat 7),
Editorial Reviews. From Publishers Weekly. Beloved series character Sid Halley, a champion
jockey, makes a welcome return in the latest fast-paced crime.
Under Orders has ratings and reviews. Shelves: 4-lovely, british- authors, cheating,
crime-thriller, cozy-mystery, united-kingdom. A gentle meeting . Sid knows the perils of
racing all too well, but in his day jockeys didn't usually cross the finish Under Orders by Dick
Francis Category: Suspense & Thriller. I'm going to make the killers come after me by telling
everyone that I know who did it, I told the rear admiral. Be careful, said Charles, grimly. The
abridged, downloadable audiobook edition of Dick Francis's thriller, Under Orders, read by
Martin Jarvis. Sadly, death at the races is not uncommon.
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